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Policy Change Index (PCI) for China

The first leading indicator of China’s policy changes.

• Covers 1951 Q1 – 2018 Q4.

• Updated quarterly.



How to predict policy changes?

Build a machine learning algorithm to

• “read” the People's Daily;

• detect changes in how it prioritizes policy issues.

Official newspaper, 1946-present (Artificial) neural networks



Source of predictive power

The Leninist tradition:

• “[T]he whole task of the Communists is to be able to 

convince the backward elements.”

• It is a fundamental necessity “to transform the press from 

an organ which primarily reports the political news of the 

day into a serious organ for the economic education of the 

mass of the population.”



Source of predictive power

People's Daily: 
nerve center of China’s propaganda system

Propaganda often precedes policies.

Detect changes in
newspaper’s priorities 

Predict changes in
gov’t policies≈
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Front page?



Methodology

Imagine an avid reader of the People’s Daily who

1. reads recent articles;

2. forms a paradigm about front-page content;

3. tests the paradigm on new articles.
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Methodology

“Language-free” — it does not require the reading of the Chinese text.
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Methodology: data
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𝒚 = 𝒇 𝒙

Methodology: modelling

𝒇 : a complicated function.
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Results



Result: PCI



Result: PCI — with ground truth



Result: PCI — with ground truth
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Understanding substance of change

• Content of mis-classified articles has policy substance.

Classified on front page?

No Yes

Front page?
No √ false positives

Yes false negatives √



Understanding substance of change
Example: US-China trade conflict

What does the 2018 Q1 uptick represent?
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• Strengthening party authority;

• Playing up nationalism and global leadership;

• Populist policies to maintain support.



Understanding substance of change:
Example: US-China trade conflict

What does the 2018 Q1 uptick represent?

• Strengthening party authority;

• Playing up nationalism and global leadership;

• Populist policies to maintain support.

⇒ Curb your enthusiasm for trade talks.



Other applications



App 1: PCIs for other countries

Predicting other (ex-)Communist regimes’ policies:

• Soviet Union’s Pravda

• East Germany’s Neues Deutschland

• Cuba’s Granma

• North Korea’s Rodong Sinmun

• Vietnam’s Nhân Dân
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Work in progress



App 2: predicting vote change

Predicting vote change in legislation:

• Newspaper texts  ⇢ Legislators’ public statements

• Page numbers  ⇢ Legislators’ names

• What if Sen. A’s statement is mistaken as Sen. B’s?

Source of predictive power:

• Political necessity to justify vote changes by making different 

statements in advance.



App 3: investment (?)

Policies Investment
A common 
investment model
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Other apps

Omitted here. See our research paper.

https://policychangeindex.com/pdf/Reading_China.pdf


Interested in DIY?

• Website: policychangeindex.com  (newsletter sign-up)

• Paper: policychangeindex.com/pdf/Reading_China.pdf

• Source code: github.com/PSLmodels/PCI

• A simulated example to show how the PCI works.

https://policychangeindex.com/pdf/Reading_China.pdf
https://github.com/PSLmodels/PCI
https://policychangeindex.com/
https://www.openrg.com/policy-change-index-a-simulated-example/


Questions?


